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POINTS 101 WALLPAPERS 140,083 POINTS 500 WALLPAPERS 134,489 POINTS QUOTE TEXT Goodreads helps you follow your favorite authors. Be the first to learn about new releases! Start by following Franz Bardon. Showing 1-9 of 9 “True magic therefore is the high knowledge of the more subtle powers that have not yet been acknowledged by
science up to this date because the methods of scrutiny that have been applied so far do not suffice for their grasping, understanding and utilization, although the laws of magic are analogous to all official sciences of the world.” ― Franz Bardon “It is of course quite a different matter when a seeker, no longer satisfied with materialism or dogma and
yearning for spiritual nourishment, asks an initiate for advice and enlightenment. In such an instance the initiate is duty bound to enlighten the seeker in accordance with his perceptive faculties. The magician should spare neither time nor effort to communicate his spiritual treasures to the seeker and lead him towards the light.” ― Franz Bardon,
Initiation Into Hermetics “Therefore remember: Always fall asleep with peaceful and harmonious thoughts or with thoughts of success, health and inner peacefulness.” ― Franz Bardon, Initiation Into Hermetics “According to the universal laws, the magician will form his own point of view about the universe which henceforth will be his true religion.”
― Franz Bardon “The entire universe can be compared to a clockwork with wheels that engage with each other and which are interdependent with each other.” ― Franz Bardon, Initiation Into Hermetics “We were born in charge of our own being, our own personality. Other people's personalities are beyond our control.” ― Franz Bardon Franz
Bardon was a Czech occultist and student and teacher of Hermetics. Birth: December 01, 1909 - Death: July 10, 1958 All Quotes (33) Magic (28)Mysticism (27)Magician (8)Law (6)Development (6)Body (6)Humans (6)World (6)Earth (5)Human Beings (5)Spheres (4)Principles (4)Elements (4)Universal (4)Wells (3)Kind (3)Path (3)Spirit (3)Certain
(3)Universe (3)Perfect (3)Has Beens (3)Mind (3)Soul (3)Views (3)Adept (3)Point Of View (3)Ifs (3)Divine (3)Pain (3) Enjoy the top 35 famous quotes, sayings and quotations by Franz Bardon. “Life is not a fairground, but a school. Franz Bardon” — Franz Bardon It is of course quite a different matter when a seeker, no longer satisfied with materialism
or dogma and yearning for spiritual nourishment, asks an initiate for advice and enlightenment. In such an instance the initiate is duty bound to enlighten the seeker in accordance with his perceptive faculties. The magician should spare neither time nor effort to communicate his spiritual treasures to the seeker and lead him towards the light. —
Franz Bardon We were born in charge of our own being, our own personality. Other people's personalities are beyond our control. — Franz Bardon The incipient magician will confess his faith to a universal religion. He will find out that every religion has good points as well as bad ones. He will therefore keep the best of it for himself and ignore the
weak points, which does not necessarily mean that he must profess a religion, but he shall express awe to each for of worship, for each religion has its proper principle of God, whether the point in question be Christianity, Buddhism, Islam or any other kind of religion. — Franz Bardon Fundamentally, however, there is neither good nor evil; this is all
based on human concepts. In the universe there exists neither good nor evil, because everything has been created in accordance with immutable laws. the divine principles are reflected in these laws, and only through knowing these laws will we be able to get close to the divine. — Franz Bardon There are no limits, and that applies to everyone on
earth. — Franz Bardon Wisdom does not depend on mind and memory but on the maturity, purity and perfection of the individual personality ... Therefore, insights are not passed on through the mind, but - and this particularly - through intuition or inspiration. The degree of wisdom is therefore determined by the state of development of the
individual. — Franz Bardon According to the universal laws, the magician will form his own point of view about the universe which henceforth will be his true religion. — Franz Bardon Quite a different thing is, if a seeker, dissatisfied by materialism and doctrines, and longing for spiritual support, will ask advice and information of an adept. In such a
case the adept is obliged to supply the seeker with spiritual light and insight, according to his mental powers. Then the magician should spare neither time nor pains to communicate his spiritual treasures and lead the seeker to the light. — Franz Bardon One must first become a magician before one he can become a Kabbalist. As a Kabbalist, one
works differently and more advantageously. — Franz Bardon The pure mystic wishes to approach his God only in the all-embracing love. The yogi, too, walks toward one single aspect of God. The bhakti-yogi keeps to the road of love and devotion, the raja and hatha yogi choose the path of self-control or volition, the jnana yogi will follow that of
wisdom and cognition. — Franz Bardon The idea that by eating the meat of an animal, the animal powers or faculties could be conveyed to oneself is nonsense and originates in a mental ignorance of the perfect and genuine primitive laws. — Franz Bardon Through a particular magical practice it is possible to modify the being that has only one
element into a being with four elements and to give it an immortal spirit. But a magicial will seldom intervene without good reason, because he is responsible and must justify his actions before Divine Providence. — Franz Bardon The physical world is the point of departure from whence the magician works and upon which every human being,
initiated or not, live and moves through his senses, his spirit, his soul and his physical body. — Franz Bardon Want to see more pictures of Franz Bardon quotes? Click on image of Franz Bardon quotes to view full size. Now let us regard the idea of God from the magic standpoint, according to the four elements, the so-called tetragrammaton, the
unspeakable, the supreme: the fiery principle involves the almightiness and the omnipotence, the airy principle owns the wisdom, purity and clarity, from which aspect proceeds the universal lawfulness. Love and eternal life are attributed to the watery principle, and omnipresence, immortality and consequently eternity belong to the earth principle.
These four aspects together represent the supreme Godhead. Page 2 List of top 33 famous quotes and sayings about franz bardon to read and share with friends on your Facebook, Twitter, blogs. Top 33 Franz Bardon Quotes #1. Whoever is willing to enter the magic path should regard it as his sacred duty to practice regular exercises. He ought to be
kind, generous and tolerant with his fellow men, but relentless and hard with himself. Only such behavior will be followed by success in magic. - Author: Franz Bardon #2. Everything that can be found in the universe on a large scale is reflected in a human being on a small scale. - Author: Franz Bardon #3. A true initiate will never force anyone who
has not reached a certain level of maturity to accept his truth. - Author: Franz Bardon #4. A true magician must not undertake anything regarding which he is not thoroughly informed. - Author: Franz Bardon #5. When friendship disappears then there is a space left open to that awful loneliness of the outside world which is like the cold space
between the planets. It is an air in which men perish utterly. - Author: Hilaire Belloc #6. The physical world is the point of departure from whence the magician works and upon which every human being, initiated or not, live and moves through his senses, his spirit, his soul and his physical body. - Author: Franz Bardon #7. We were born in charge of
our own being, our own personality. Other people's personalities are beyond our control. - Author: Franz Bardon #8. When you forgive people, events and circumstances, you are in the process of change, which leads you towards dominant universal emotion called love. - Author: Hina Hashmi #9. The only guardians you, as a magician, are likely to
meet would be the ones merely trying to protect you from yourself. - Author: Marten Crawford #10. Be kind and generous to your fellows, but hard and relentless with yourself. - Author: Franz Bardon #11. It is not advisable to hasten development, because everything needs time. Patience, perseverance and tenacity are fundamental conditions of the
development. The pains taken in one's development will be amply rewarded. - Author: Franz Bardon #12. I am the voice of the people in Iran whose voices are silent and whose demands cannot be heard by the rest of the world. - Author: Shirin Ebadi #13. All these preparations clearly show that a human being must perfect himself in the physical
world through his magical development in order to be prepared for the higher astral world after death. - Author: Franz Bardon #14. The intuitive magician will find a certain relationship between the earth zone and the muladhara center. - Author: Franz Bardon #15. There are no limits, and that applies to everyone on earth. - Author: Franz Bardon
#16. It is in an ennobled soul only that the universal powers can do their work, especially if body, mind and soul have been equally trained and developed. - Author: Franz Bardon #17. A good woman is known by what she does; a good man by what he doesn't. - Author: Helen Rowland #18. You will find that there is no death at all, in the true sense of
the word, but everything goes on living, transmuting and becoming perfect according to primitive laws. - Author: Franz Bardon #19. The idea that by eating the meat of an animal, the animal powers or faculties could be conveyed to oneself is nonsense and originates in a mental ignorance of the perfect and genuine primitive laws. - Author: Franz
Bardon #20. We must always be aware of the fact that the body, soul and mind are to be trained simultaneously, for otherwise it would be impossible to gain and maintain the magic equipoise. - Author: Franz Bardon #21. The entire universe can be compared to a clockwork with wheels that engage with each other and which are interdependent with
each other. - Author: Franz Bardon #22. If knowledge and wisdom keep the same pace in development, the adept is enabled to grasp all the laws of the microcosm and the microcosm, not only from the point of view of wisdom, but also from the intellectual side, that is, in a bipolar way, to perceive and utilize them for his own development. - Author:
Franz Bardon #23. Sean Carter is nice but Sean Price is the best - Author: Sean Price #24. Maybe there wasn't much hot water in the showers. I'm not sure. - Author: Scott Stevens #25. Ninety percent of our managers started in the hourly ranks or started in the lower ranks. - Author: J.W. "Bill" Marriott Jr. #26. Life is not a fairground, but a school.
Franz Bardon - Author: Franz Bardon #27. Sometimes when you're looking at your own work, you can't really see, and it's only when you step back a little bit later that you think, 'Oh, that's completely in line with everything else I've done.' - Author: Sam Taylor-Johnson #28. Knowledge and wisdom must go hand in hand. The adept will therefore
endeavour to get on in knowledge as well as in wisdom, for neither of the two must lag behind in development. - Author: Franz Bardon #29. According to the universal laws, the magician will form his own point of view about the universe which henceforth will be his true religion. - Author: Franz Bardon #30. He who is going to be a magician will
recognize that life is dependent on the work of the elements in the various planes and spheres. It is to be seen in great and in small things, in the microcosm as well as in the macrocosm, temporarily and eternally, everywhere there are powers in action. - Author: Franz Bardon #31. One must first become a magician before one he can become a
Kabbalist. As a Kabbalist, one works differently and more advantageously. - Author: Franz Bardon #32. Therefore remember: Always fall asleep with peaceful and harmonious thoughts or with thoughts of success, health and inner peacefulness. - Author: Franz Bardon #33. Your prayer life is the foundation of your relationship with Christ. - Author: Jim
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